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Abstract 

 
Correspondence view (CV) is recently introduced 

for rejecting outliers in computer vision. The 
fundamental idea of CV is that, for given two images of 
a scene, the corresponding points constitute a manifold 
in joint-image space 4R , and outliers can be detected 
by checking whether they are consistent with the 
upward views of the manifold. This work studies CV 
learning and outliers rejecting by Support Vector 
Machine. Experiments on real image pairs 
demonstrate the excellent performance of our proposed 
SVM+CV learning method and its superiority over the 
available robust methods in literature, especially the 
widely used RANSAC. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Finding reliable correspondence points is a 
fundamental problem in computer vision [1][2]. For 
given images, correspondence points are the projection 
of the same point in the scene. The putative 
correspondences are usually established by matching 
the interest points with local information, for example, 
the intensity in a small region around the interest 
points, or some kind of local descriptor [3][4]. 
However, usually a large proportion of the putative 
correspondences are outliers due to viewpoint change, 
occlusion, local ambiguousness, etc. And the outliers 
are usually enough to ruin the traditional estimation 
methods. Therefore, much of the endeavor in computer 
vision community is to overcome or alleviate this 
problem by rejecting the outliers, and many methods 
are introduced, for example, RANSAC (RANdom 
SAmple Consensus) [5][6], LMedS (Least Median of 
Squares) [7][8], MLESAC [9][10]. 

Our interest here is in rejecting outliers by learning 
Correspondence view (CV)[11]. For given two images 
I  and I ′  of a scene, fundamental idea of CV is that 
corresponding points between them constitute a 

manifold 0)(: =′p,pFM c  in joint-image space 
4R , where Ip ∈  and I′∈′p . CVs are two upward 

views f  and f ′ of cM , which are the scenerio when 

we stand on I  and I ′  respectively to observe cM . 
The important is that correct corresponding points 
should be consistent with at least one of the two CVs 
and outliers can be detected by checking whether they 
are not consistent with both CVs. This work studies 
CV learning and outliers rejecting by support vector 
machine. Experiments on real image pairs demonstrate 
the excellent performance of our proposed SVM-CV 
learning method and its superiority over the available 
robust methods in literature, especially the widely used 
RANSAC. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
in the next section, the related works on 
correspondence view (CV) will be briefly reviewed. In 
section 3, we give our method to learn CV with 
support vector machine. In section 4, we study the 
performance of our proposed method experimentally. 
Conclusion is made in section 5. 
 
2. Correspondence view 
 

Given two images VU ×:I  and VU ′×′′ :I . 
Correspondence points are the point pair in two images 
that are the projection of same scene point. Based on 
the theory of correspondence manifold, 
correspondence points between two images lie on a 
manifold cM  (correspondence manifold [11]) in joint 

image space  4R [12]. Correspondence view 
ppgpgpf ′== ))(),(()( 21                         (1) 

and 
ppgpgpf =′′′′=′′ ))(),(()( 21                     (2) 

are the upward views of correspondence manifold 

cM , where I∈p  and I′∈′p . Correct 
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corresponding points should satisfy at least one of the 
two views f  and f ′ . Mismatches can be rejected by 
checking whether they are consistent with the 
correspondence view f  or f ′ , and the consistency, 
for example a putative correspondence 

II)( ′×∈′p,p  with correspondence view f , can be 

defined as: if I∈p  and I′∈′p  satisfy 1g  and 2g , 
then we say )( p,p ′  is consistent with f , and the 
consistency of  II)( ′×∈′p,p  with correspondence 
view f ′  can be defined similarly. However, we do not 

know real { }21,i,g,g ii =′  in practice. Therefore, the 
key is how to estimate them in applications. 

 
3. Learning correspondence view by 
support vector machine 
 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a typical method 
for estimation. The fundamentals of this method are 
Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) and kernel 
technique [13]. By the SRM principle, SVM balances 
generalization performance and empirical error. By the 
kernel technique, SVM implicitly project observations 
from given input space X  into a high dimensional 
space F , and solve the original nonlinear regression 
problem linearly in F . SVM has been studied widely 
and successfully in theory and applications [13][14]. 

Given a set of putative point correspondences  
},1,),,(){( niv,uv,up,pS iiiiii =′′=′=   

VUVU ′×′××′×⊂ :II .                            (3) 
If a given correspondence point pair  

II)v,(u,)( ′×∈′′=′ v,up,p  

satisfies )( 21 g,gf = , then its projection )v,(u, u′  

on space UVU ′××  is consistent with 1g . 
Therefore, the projection 

}),(),{( Sv,uv,uuv,uS UVU ∈′′′=′××              
(4) 
of S  can be regarded as a sample set from 

)(1 v,ugu =′ . In this work, we will estimate 

)(1 v,ugu =′  from UVUS ′××  with SVM. Similarly, 
we can define 

}),(),{( Sv,uv,uvv,uS VVU ∈′′′=′×× ,             
(5) 

}),(),{( Sv,uv,uvu,uS VUU ∈′′′′=′×′× ,          
(6) 

}),(),{(v Sv,uv,uvu,S VUV ∈′′′′=′×′× ,          (7) 

and estimate )(2 v,ugv =′ , )(1 v,ugu ′′=  and 

)(2 v,ugv ′′=  from VVUS ′×× , VUUS ′×′×  and VUVS ′×′×  
respectively with SVM. 
 
4. Experiments 
 

In this section, we study the performance of our 
proposed method by real image pairs. The SVM is 
implemented by LIBSVM [16]. 

There are two images of a relievo in Figure 1 a), 
and we want to establish point correspondences 
between them. The putative correspondences S  in 
Figure 1 b) are computed from the SIFT keypoints by 
Nearest Neighbor method [4]. Due to local 
ambiguousness, there are many mismatches in S , 
approximately 79.61%. Therefore, the corresponding 
projection UVUS ′×× , VVUS ′×× , VUUS ′×′×  and VUVS ′×′×  
are all contaminated with a larger percentage of 
outliers. We estimated )(1 v,ugu =′ , 

)(2 v,ugv =′ , )(1 v,ugu ′′′=  and )(2 v,ugv ′′′=  
from them with SVM and reject the mismatches from 
S  by checking consistency of the putative 
correspondences with the correspondence views, the 
consistent putative correspondences and the 
inconsistent ones are presented in Figure 1 c) and d) 
respectively. The experimental results show that SVM 
can be successfully used in correspondence view 
learning for mismatch rejecting.  

In this work, we compared our proposed SVM-CV 
learning method with RANSAC on rejecting outliers. 
We choose RANSAC as the benchmark in this 
comparison, because it is the most popular method in 
computer vision community till now [1][15]. Since the 
coordinates of putative corresponding points are 
usually corrupted by noise, the observed corresponding 
points usually do not strictly satisfy the estimated 
correspondence view in SVM-CV, and fundamental 
matrix in RANSAC. Therefore, a tolerance parameter 
is needed in both methods, and for convenience we 
label them CVα  and RAα  respectively. To be 
comparable, the tolerance parameters are chosen such 
that same number of point pairs can be preserved as 
suspect correct matches in two experiments, and the 
results are presented in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Comparing the proposed SVM+CV 
with RANSAC on efficiency. Putative 
correspondence sets are those in the 
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experiments of Figure 1. Second is the used 
time unit in this table.  

Methods  Time  
SVM+CV  0.375  
RANSAC  2.593  

 
The experimental results in Figure 1 and Figure 2 

show that, although RANSAC is slightly more accurate 
than the proposed SVM-CV learning method, the 
performance of SVM+CV is still very good and the 
two methods are comparable on accuracy. The most 
important is that it only takes SVM-CV 0.375 seconds 
to reject the outliers, and RANSAC 2.593 seconds. 
Therefore, our proposed SVM-CV learning method is 
much more efficient than RANSAC. 

 

       
a)                                       b) 

      
c)                                       d) 

Figure 1. An image pair of a relievo: refining 
putative correspondences by learning 
correspondence view with SVM. a) original 
image pair; b) 399 putative correspondences 
with 174 outliers(43.61%); c) 210 identified 
matches (outliers 3.33%); e) the identified 
mismatches. For visibility concern, only 50 
randomly selected point pairs are presented in 
b), c), d).  

 

       
a)                                       b) 

Figure 2. Refining putative correspondences by 
RANSAC. a) the identified matches 
(mismatches is reduced to 0.95%); b) 210 
identified mismatches. For visibility concern, 
only 50 randomly selected point pairs are 
presented in a), b). 

 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

Outlier rejecting is an important problem in 
computer vision. And correspondence view (CV) is a 
recently introduced concept for rejecting outliers. We 
studies CV learning and outliers rejecting by support 
vector machine. Experiments on real image pairs 
demonstrate the excellent performance of our proposed 
SVM-CV learning method and its superiority over the 
‘state-of-the-art’ RANSAC. 
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